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Yoga teacher Skadi van Paasschen drew her
inspiration for thiis series of yoga poses from
the age-old Gayatri Elantra, which connect*, you

to the outer Ilght and the lnght wi:thin yo*"self.
Tl'he following fjive exercises from ytn yoga have
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Gayatri manlra, the oldest prayer

ot a moment of the day goes by that the Gayatri
mantra is not recited somewhere in the world.
The age-old words of this mantra cover the earth

like a warm blanket. Some people say them out loud, others
whisper or speak them to themselves. lt's a text that can also be
sung; it's probably Deva Premal and Miten who perform the
bestknown renditions. Even if you have no idea what the
mantra is about at its profoundest level. you're sure to feel some
of the magic, of the grand, sacred, powerful things of which
these two sing of. Could this be an explanation why the Gayatri
is regarded as the sacred and most powerful of all mandalas?
The sounds have most likely been uttered for thousands ofyears.
The first time they were written on paper was in the Rig Veda, a
Vedic scripture from ancient lndia written between 1800 and
1500 BC. The mantra is also mentioned in the Bhagavad-Gita,
another sacred scripture from the Indian tradition.'The poem
of the Divine'is what it's called there, a poem that was initially
accessible to only a very few. The sacred words in Sanskrit were
intended only for priests; they were said to be too powerfulfor
the uninitiated. These days, the Gayatri mantra is for everyone.
It is all-encompassing that it transcends all religions and spiritual
movements. You might see it as a universal prayer that comes to

happinez

our lips naturally. A craving for light within ourselves as well as
from outside. There's a good reason why the sun god Savitur is
called upon in the second line. This mantra is a hymn to him -
to the sun that brings life to earth, that cares for us and warms
us with his energy. When you say the Gayatri out loud, you reflect
on this infinite light. You may experience feelings of gratitude,
veneration, or maybe even humility.
However, Savitur does not only reside high up in the heavens.
According to the Vedic philosophy, this light is in everything that
lives, including ourselves. lt is our inner sun, also called the divine,
unconditional love, the Source, etc.Saying the Gayatri mantra,
silently to yourself or out loud, helps you get connected to it. lt
helps you dissolve the veil of cloud, the jumble of thoughts in
your head, and bring out the sun inside yourself. This is how
you light your own path, and that of others' too. lt means you
can interpret the Gayatri mantra as the wish that all creatures
on earth be enlightened. The more often you repeat the mantra,
the more powerful is its effect - 108 times in a row is said to be
the sublime number. But even if you take the words to your
heart only a few times, you are bound to shine.
A wonderful rendition of the Gayatri mantra by Deva
Premal can be found on www.hoppinez.nl/gayatri
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BALASANA (CHILD PCSE)

W
Push your bottom down onto your heels, put your
forehead on the floor, and let your arms rest beside your
body. Keep this pose for 3 to 5 minutes. You can massage
your forehead by moving your head calmly from left to
right. This way you stimulate your third eye. You can also
place your hands underneath your shoulders and carefully
roll your head on the floor, backwards and forwards, across
your crown. This is how you stimulate the crown chakra, the
point where you make contact with the universe. Make

sure your neck doesn't hurt and keep the motions very
small and gentle. lf your knees start to hurt, place a cushion
between your heels and your bottom. To end the Child
Pose, place your hands in front ofyou on the floor, put your
feet on the floor, and step backwards to make a Downward
Dog. You can move about a little in this pose, play with the
dog ... Next, walk your feet forwards to your hands. You are
now in a Standing Forward Bend, your head hanging down
relaxed. Keep this up for a few breaths, then sit down.
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Lie down on your back, pull up your knees, keep
your feet together and let your knees sink down. Place
your right hand on your heart and your left hand
on your stomach. Keep this pose for 3 to 5 minutes.
Note: lf your hips start to hurt, put some cushions
under your knees or sit up cross-legged. This pose af-
fects the meridians of your liver, kidneys and spleen.
With your left hand, you connect to your foundation,

a

from where the energy can flow up. With your right
hand, you make contact with your heart, your divine
core. This is where you give and receive love. Visualise
breathing in the energy all around you through your
crown and your feet. Feel it flow to your heart and your
belly. When you breathe out, feel the energy shining in
and across your whole body, like a light. Feel yourself
radiating and passing on allthat light. tlr,
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LE PAPILLON, REEBOK AND I ODAYS (CLOTHES), ROZENKELIM (RUG5), FARROW AND BALL (INDIAN YETLOW PAINT), GEM KINGDOM (]EWELtERY), SEE PAGE I46
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